
   

Workshop announcement 

Challenges and Opportunities for Carbon Pricing in Africa:  

Transitioning from Crediting to Compliance Markets  
Online Workshop, 22-24 February 2022  

 

 

From 22 to 24 February, the International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP) will convene 
the first ICAP workshop specifically focused on the state of play and prospects for 
carbon markets and carbon pricing in African countries. Participation in the workshop 

is open to anyone with an interest in, or professional link to, climate policy and carbon 

market development in African countries. The workshop is aimed at policymakers, 

carbon market professionals and other stakeholders.  

Please register for the workshop at https://forms.ecologic.eu/icap-workshop-africa. 

Registrations close on 18 February 2022, or when the available spaces are exhausted. 

Overview  

There has been clear progress in the development of emission trading regimes in 

different parts of the world. Africa, however, is still an exception on the emissions 
trading map. Nevertheless, in recent years, interest in carbon pricing approaches to 

climate policy has grown across Africa. Some countries have begun to implement or 
explore the implementation of carbon taxes and there is a growing community of 

practitioners and stakeholders interested overall in cost-effective, market-based 

approaches to climate policy. Moreover, African parties played a crucial role in the 

Article 6 negotiations, and African governments are proactively participating in various 
pilot initiatives on Article 6, so as not to repeat the missed opportunities with the Clean 
Development Mechanism. In parallel with these developments, the rise of the voluntary 

carbon market could also open up pathways towards emissions trading for African 
countries. 

Yet much capacity is still required in the African region to advance and mature these 
markets – whether in terms of emissions monitoring, corporate emission reporting, or 

simply the regulatory capacity for effective market operation. 

In this context, the workshop will be centred around the feasibility and adequacy of a 
roadmap towards the development of emission trading systems in Africa, in particular 

exploring it from three different angles: 

- State of Play and Challenges: What are the challenges that Governments and civil 

society are finding in considering the establishment of ETS? To what extent have 
these been explored, more than assumed? Can emission trading design elements be 
adapted to better meet African needs? 

- Building a Market: How can African countries move from a mindset of pure carbon 

credits suppliers to considering wider climate policy and development co-benefits 

from setting their own demand for carbon assets (credits and allowances)? Can the 
voluntary carbon market based on corporate commitments in Africa contribute as a 
source of demand? 
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- Moving forward: Are there no-regret steps that can immediately or in the near-

future be taken that both enhance readiness for emission trading in Africa but can 
have other co-benefits, should emission trading not be deemed feasible? What kind 

of systems would be required? Registries? Trading platforms? How to make these 

no-regret steps feasible and sustainable? Can piloting and simulation play a role? 
Can South-South cooperation show the way forward? 

Workshop Content and Structure 

The workshop consists of presentation and group work sessions over three days, 
following the overall structure below: 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 

Tue, 22 February Wed, 23 February Thu, 24 February 

2-5 pm CET 2-5 pm CET 2-5 pm CET 

Status and Challenges Building a Market Moving Forward 

• Feasibility of emission 

trading in Africa 

• Introduction to the Western 

and Eastern Africa Alliance 

on Carbon Markets and 

Climate Finance and other 

programmes  and initiatives 

• Debate on challenges to 

development and 

implementation of carbon 

markets and carbon pricing 

• Role of voluntary 

commitments in raising 

demand 

• Steps towards creating a 

market and the role of 

hybrid systems: carbon 

taxation/pricing (e.g “tax 

and offset” as a step 

towards increased 

demand) 

• Role of Article 6 in fostering 

integration of carbon 

markets 

• Capacity needs for African 

carbon pricing: no-regrets 

options 

• Group work on capacity 

needs and practical steps to 

address them 

 

Logistical Arrangements 

The workshop will be delivered online through Zoom. Registration is open to 

participants from Africa at https://forms.ecologic.eu/icap-workshop-africa. As 
participation is capped at 60 participants, registrations will be reviewed on a first come, 
first serve basis, with a view to ensure a diversity of attendants. 

The ICAP workshop is implemented by Get2c and the Ecologic Institute on behalf of 
ICAP, the International Carbon Action Partnership. It is made possible through the 
generous support of the European Commission. 

Contact  

Email: events@icap-training.eu  

Web: www.icap-training.eu and www.icapcarbonaction.com  
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